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issues. It is a very useful tool
that you can use to keep your
computer in top shape for a

long time. As much as you try,
it is hard to keep any computer

in top shape for a long time.
Most of us don’t have the

knowledge to clean up all the
unnecessary junk files, or to fix
whatever errors may have been

caused by our bad software
management. And so we “ask a
guy” to fix our computer, or we
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look for software that can.
RocketFixio is one of these

programs that promises to fix
most of our computer issues. A
versatile tool for optimizing PC

performance Though it isn’t
free, RocketFixio doesn’t lack

options for fixing many of your
computer’s problems. Its

interface is both well-designed
and easy to use. You can scan
your PC for issues as soon as
you start, and as soon as that’s
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done, you will be able to fix
those issues using three

powerful tools. The first one is
a junk file cleaner, which

basically cleans up all those
files I described in the

introduction. The second tool
will find errors in your

computer’s registry and fix
them accordingly. With the

third tool, you can disable most
or all of the programs that

automatically start with your
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Windows. Though I wouldn’t
call this particular third tool
“powerful” (we could disable

most autorun programs
ourselves if we ever bothered)

it’s a very nice addition to
RocketFixio and a neat way to
make any computer start faster.

Numerous utilities for
improving system maintenance
You can think of RocketFixio
as a sort of “command center”
where you can keep a watchful
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eye on issues that may affect
your system performance. In

addition to the previously
mentioned tools, the program

can search and delete duplicate
files, uninstall programs,

perform a system restore, as
well as monitor your PC’s

memory and processing power.
As its name suggests,

RocketFixio is fast and
efficient and proves itself as an

app more than capable of
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keeping your computer in
shape. Gives you the latest

drivers RocketFixio
Description: RocketFixio

Description: RocketFixio is a
software that will assist you in
fixing a lot of computer issues.

It is a very useful tool

RocketFixio Crack With Serial Key Free

Keys are selected with hotkeys
or the mouse. For instance,
when a hotkey is set to Caps
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Lock, the Caps Lock key is
turned on. The number of keys

is limited to a maximum of
127, and the user can assign

them to custom functions (for
instance, only F1-F12 are
assigned to F1-F12). The

software also provides macros
that can be assigned to hotkeys
and that create a new hotkey in

one press. Ratings (out of 5)
Performance: 4.5 Functionality:

4.5 Usability: 5 Pricing: $70
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12.25 DOWNLOAD IT HERE
8. WISEFIXER The price I
paid for WISEFIXER was

$0.00. What it does:
WISEFIXER is a utility that

will allow you to remove any of
the “programs” installed on

your computer. You can
remove any “programs” that are

not needed, uninstall unused
programs, and even reset your
computer to its original factory
settings. It will also allow you to
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remove hidden programs that
can pose a security threat to

your system. Removing
unnecessary programs on your
computer isn’t the only thing
WISEFIXER can do. It will

also clean up your registry. This
will help your computer run
faster, and it’ll prevent you

from getting certain errors. The
program also has a software
recovery utility. It will detect
any errors in your Windows
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files and fix them. You can tell
WISEFIXER to run

automatically after every
reboot, at regular intervals (we

recommend weekly), or
manually. It will keep a log of
your program removals and

repairs. WISEFIXER is also a
tool for optimizing PC

performance. This will help you
get the most out of your

computer. It will help your PC
run faster and prevent you from
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getting errors. It will help you
get the most out of your

computer. One nice feature of
WISEFIXER is its auto-run

feature. As soon as you start up
your computer, it will

automatically start scanning it
and detect all the programs that

are installed on your system.
You don’t have to do anything
to start this process. You can

remove programs in
WISEFIXER from a menu.
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You will have to select the
program that you want to

remove from the menu. This
menu shows you every program

that is installed on your
computer. Key features Rem

77a5ca646e
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RocketFixio Crack

Description: More than a
hundred applications A
drawback of RocketFixio,
which we just mentioned in a
previous paragraph, is that it
has no “undo” function. When
it comes to fixing the errors in
your PC, it’s essential to make
sure that you don’t accidentally
remove an important file or
change the registry to your own
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damage. This is where
RocketFixio’s folder structure
comes in handy, as it lets you
recover your previous state in
any folder. If you accidentally
delete a file, you can simply use
RocketFixio to restore it to its
previous state, or if you want to
undo a registry error, you can
do it with the help of its three
“undo” features. There are
many more options that you can
find on RocketFixio’s main
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screen, and though most of
them are found in the settings,
others are found in the “Help”
tab. It’s possible that these
settings have just been hidden
for now, so you may need to
use the “View” tab to access
them. RocketFixio is one of
those “it just works” programs
that make even the most
cautious users think “I can’t get
any better.” When you choose
the “Startup Repair” option,
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your PC will be more efficient
right from the start. This is
useful because it won’t make
changes to your system’s
registry, or to your programs,
just that those programs won’t
automatically start when you
turn on your PC. And if that’s
not enough, RocketFixio also
comes with a scheduler that will
run a complete scan of your PC
on a schedule of your choice. It
may not sound like much, but
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this is a pretty nice thing to
have. Though RocketFixio is
not free, it’s well worth the
price for its many powerful
tools. If you ask me, it may be
the best program to deal with
the annoying programs in your
computer. FREE
DOWNLOAD NOW! About
Brian: Brian has been a
computer user since he owned
his first computer (a TRS-80
model 4) back in 1984. He
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bought his first Android
smartphone a couple years ago
and he couldn't be happier. He's
always on the hunt for the
newest, coolest apps and
devices to review on Android
Headlines. As

What's New in the?

RocketFixio is a free download
tool for fixing computer
problems and optimizing
computer performance.
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RocketFixio is a free download
tool for fixing computer
problems and optimizing
computer performance. This
tool disables programs from
autostarting and can fix
numerous crashes on your
system. The tool is powered by
the latest versions of Mozilla
Firefox (up to v17), Google
Chrome, Opera, Internet
Explorer, and other free and
paid versions of Windows. It is
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compatible with Windows XP,
Vista, 7, 8 and 8.1 Free home
security software Free
downloads for pc Free as in
free beer! Free file transfer
Free download manager The
ultimate free download
manager (32-bit and 64-bit
support) The ultimate download
manager - use any format for
any size file. The ultimate free
file transfer - starts
simultaneous transfers from
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multiple sources Provides an
easy to use interface with a
customizable look and feel
Supports any type of transfer,
using any protocol, for any file
format. Multiple tools in one
app Tools are logically arranged
into tabs Tools can be viewed
and used in a variety of ways:
Tools can be placed directly on
the system tray Tools can be
activated or deactivated from
the system tray menu You can
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add tools as favorites from the
toolbox Automatic tool
activation Tools can be
activated when a file is opened
Tools can be activated when
files are copied or moved Tools
can be activated when files are
downloaded Tools can be
activated when new network
locations are discovered Tools
can be activated when you plug
or unplug a drive Tools can be
activated when you log off or
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reboot Automatic tool
deactivation Tools can be
deactivated when you select
them from the menu Tools can
be deactivated when files are
opened Tools can be
deactivated when files are
copied or moved Tools can be
deactivated when files are
downloaded Tools can be
deactivated when new network
locations are discovered Tools
can be deactivated when you
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log off or reboot Tools can be
deactivated when you unplug or
unmount a drive Protect your
download history Your
download history is kept and
backed up every time you run
the software All your settings
are stored in one file that you
can store on an external media
You can export download
history, save bookmarks, or use
custom settings to a file
Download history shows you
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the total download time for
each file, the location, the
amount of data and the amount
of time to download them
There are many more features
including support for a large
number of browsers, and the
ability to pause, restart or
resume downloads. You can
also tell whether or not the
creator has a strong passion for
the genre by looking at their
choices. This allows you to
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows 7 or later
Intel® Core™ i3 or AMD
equivalent processor Intel HD
4000 or AMD Radeon HD
5000 Series graphics card 4 GB
RAM DirectX 11 compatible
video card OS: Windows 7 or
later Hard Drive: 4 GB RAM
Additional Notes: The
performance may vary with
different graphics
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card/processor combinations.
Windows 7 or laterIntel®
Core™ i3 or AMD equivalent
processor4 GB RAMIntel HD
4000 or AMD Radeon HD
5000 Series graphics card4 GB
RAMDirectX 11 compatible
video card
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